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Structure and stability of the modulated phase Sb-II
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~Received 4 September 2002; revised manuscript received 19 December 2002; published 9 June 2003!

The crystal structure of Sb-II has been determined using angle-dispersive x-ray diffraction of synchrotron
radiation. The crystal structure comprises an interpenetrating assembly of a tetragonal host sublattice with
symmetryI422 and a tetragonal guest sublattice of symmetryI422, which realize commona axes but different
c axes. Weak extra peaks that are also reported in recent investigations performed independently are attributed
to modulation waves of the atomic positions in both sublattices. A refinement using full profiles of powder-
diffraction data was performed in the four-dimensional superspace group L2111

I422 :L2111
I422 . The structural inves-

tigation is accompanied byab initio full-potential band-structure calculations confirming the experimentally
determined modification sequence. Fitting equations of state to the results of these computations generates
pressure-volume relations which are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. On the basis of
total-energy calculations, an earlier proposed crystal structure of the tetragonal phase has to be reconsidered in
the light of the composite arrangement in Sb-II.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.214101 PACS number~s!: 61.50.Ks, 62.50.1p
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pressure-induced structural changes of antimony ar
topic of both experimental and theoretical interest for m
than 60 years.1–3 At low pressures, Sb is isotypic to the am
bient pressure phases of arsenic as well as bismuth and
izes a rhombohedral crystal structure, so-calledA7, which is
commonly classified as a distortion of a cubic primiti
atomic arrangement. At a pressure of 8.5~5! GPa, antimony
undergoes a reversible transformation into the high-pres
modification Sb-II. Further increase of pressure induce
transition into a cubic body-centered arrangement of a
mony atoms at about 28 GPa.4 The crystal structure of the
high-pressure phase Sb-II is a long-standing matter of c
troversy and has been reported to be hexagonal, monoc
or tetragonal.5–7 A tetragonal model (P512 GPa, space
group P4/n, a5796.5 pm,c5385.7 pm) has been refine
using powder-diffraction data and resulted in a model w
one type of Sb atom building up a three-dimensional fram
work and a second kind occupying the resulting channels8 A
similar self-hosting assembly is assigned to the high-pres
phase of bismuth which is stable between 2.7 GPa and
GPa.7,9–11 A recent reinvestigation using a combination
x-ray single crystal and powder-diffraction methods e
dences that the crystal structure of Bi is more complex, si
the identity periods along thec axes of channel atoms an
tetragonal framework are incommensurate with respec
each other. A similar organization is reported for Sb-II, b
the proposed model does not account for several weak re
tions observed in the experimental profiles.12

Electronic structure calculations represent a powerful t
to complement experimental structure determinations. Ba
structure calculation techniques are helpful as a guide in
termining the correct atomic arrangement by comparing
ergies for different lattice parameters, internal coordina
and even different structure types.13–16 The dependence o
0163-1829/2003/67~21!/214101~7!/$20.00 67 2141
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physical properties on external or chemical pressure can
simulated reliably by modern full-potential calculations.

We report a full-profile refinement of the atomic arrang
ment of Sb-II using a four-dimensional superspace group
scription of the host-guest assembly, which additionally ta
into account first-order modulation waves in both sublattic
The experimental results are accompanied byab initio band-
structure calculations using two independent full-poten
computational schemes to calculate the energy-volu
curves for the different phases under discussion. Equat
of state are fitted to the results and will be compared with
experimental data.

II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were performed with antimony samples
99.999% purity~ABCR Chemicals, Karlsruhe, Germany!.
Angle-dispersive x-ray powder-diffraction diagrams we
measured at ID-9 of the ESRF using an image plate dete
and monochromatic radiation with a wavelength of 41.7
pm. Polycrystalline samples were obtained by thorou
grinding of antimony granules at ambient conditions. T
particles were placed in a gasketed diamond anvil hi
pressure cell using a small sphere of ruby for pressure c
bration and a 4:1 mixture of methanol and ethanol as a p
sure transmitting medium. In order to improve the powd
average, samples were oscillated by 3° during exposure
typically 20-s duration. The resulting two-dimension
powder-diffraction images were integrated azimuthally
yield one-dimensional intensity versus 2Q data.17 Crystallo-
graphic calculations were performed with the program pa
ageWINCSD in (311)-dimensional space mode.18

III. CALCULATION METHODS

To account for the difficulties and the possible inaccu
cies related to the comparison of electronic structure res
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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for crystal structures with different symmetries, we used t
independent full-potential schemes which are based on
local-density approximation: A full-potential linear muffin
tin orbital ~FPLMTO! method and a full-potential nonor
thogonal local-orbital~FPLO! code.19,20 For exchange and
correlation potentials, the Perdew-Wang parametrization
employed.21

In the FPLMTO method, the basis functions, electr
density, and potential were expanded in spherical harmo
with a cutoff l max56 inside the nonoverlapping spheres, a
in Fourier series within the interstitial region. The highe
core states, 4s, 4p, and 4d, were included in the basis se
Each of these semicore states was represented by two
functions~double-kappa basis!. The valence states were a
counted for by a triple-kappa basis. Orthogonality betwe
the semicore and the valence states was ensured by usin
sets of energy parameters, one set for each group. The re
ing basis formed a single, fully hybridizing basis set. F
Brillouin-zone integrations, the specialk-point method with
a Gaussian broadening of width 2.5 mhartree was utilize22

In the FPLO code, Sb (4p,4d,5s,5p,5d) functions were
chosen as the basis set. All lower-lying states were treate
core states. The inclusion of Sb (4p,4d) states in the valence
set was necessary to account for non-negligible core-c
overlaps due to the relatively large extension of the
(4p,4d) wave functions. The 5d states were taken into ac
count to achieve a more complete basis set. The spatia
tension of the basis orbitals, controlled by a confining pot
tial (r /r 0)4, was optimized in order to minimize the tota
energy.23 Brillouin-zone integrations were performed usin
the tetrahedron method. Convergence with respect to the
sis set and thek mesh was carefully evaluated for all consi
ered structure types.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Low-pressure phase and transition Sb-I to Sb-II

The homogeneous intensity distributions within the rin
of the x-ray-diffraction patterns indicate a good powder a
erage in samples of the low-pressure phase. Diffraction
grams of this modification revealed no extra peaks~see Fig.
1! thus evidencing pure single-phase rhombohedral antim
as starting material. The structural parameters at a pres
of 6.4 GPa as determined from refinements using full refl
tion profiles are in good agreement with earlier results fr
single-crystal data.24 The hydrostatic compression is accom
panied by a significant decrease of the ratioc/a and an in-
crease of the positional parameter valuez. In comparison to
the coordination at ambient pressure, we find at 6.4 GPa
the longer Sb-Sb distances are shortened by almost27%
whereas the shorter bonds exhibit a change of only21%.25

These changes are consistent with a significant reductio
the deviation of the rhombohedralA7 structure from a cubic
primitive arrangement~see Ref. 26 for a detailed discussion!.

Above 8.2~3! GPa, additional reflections which gain in
tensity with increasing pressure indicate the onset of a st
tural phase transition~Fig. 1!. In direction of ascending pres
sures, pure patterns of the high-pressure phase Sb-II
observed above 13~1! GPa.
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B. Structure solution and refinement of Sb-II

Analysis of the profiles reveals that several peak positi
of the integrated pattern measured atP512 GPa cannot be
indexed on the basis of the tetragonal unit cell describ
earlier.9,10Attempts to gain a conventional three-dimension
indexing solution of the diffraction pattern using automa
procedures fail. By application of the four-index procedu
for composite structures, a solution is obtained~see inset
of Fig. 2! which comprises two tetragonal lattices with
common parametera and differentc axes. A least-square
refinement using 57 reflections (hklm) results in
a5805.53(4) pm, ch5389.91(2) pm, cg5297.33(4) pm.
The common lattice parameter of both substructures is
beleda, the c axis of the ‘‘host’’ sublattice formed by anti
mony atoms Sbh is termedch , andcg corresponds to thec
axis of the ‘‘guest’’ lattice of Sbg . The values of the lattice
parameters are consistent with the findings obtained for
Sb-II structure using the pseudo-two-phase technique.12

Systematic extinctions are compatible with two bod
centered sublattices. For the host, additional pseudoex
tion conditions of reflections (0kl0): k52n and l 52n are
possible. However, overlap with reflections of the gene
type (hklm) does not allow a definite determination of th
systematic absences and three superspace groups re
possible.27 Besides the main reflections (hkl0) and (hk0m),
the diffraction pattern contains weak first-order satellite
flections (hklm) fulfilling the extinction conditionh1k1 l
1m52n11 with m561, and revealing a pronounced ro
of modulations in the crystal structure. Some weak refl
tions cannot be indexed as main reflections or first-order
ellites. The intensities of these peaks vary at different pr
sures, thus disabling a definite assignment. The m

FIG. 1. Integrated x-ray-diffraction profiles of Sb-I~7.7 GPa!,
phase mixtures of low- and high-pressure modifications in the p
sure range of the structural phase transition, and Sb-II~14 GPa!.
The arrow marks the reflection in the pattern measured
P512 GPa, which is attributed to the strongest reflection of
low-pressure phase.
1-2
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STRUCTURE AND STABILITY OF THE MODULATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 214101 ~2003!
prominent extra reflection in the pattern at 2Q'8.15° ~see
Figs. 1 and 2! can be unequivocally attributed to a sma
amount of residual low-pressure phase. In accordance
this attribution the peak has not been observed in pure S
samples at higher pressure~see Fig. 1! and is also absent in
an investigation performed independently.12

The substructure of the host atoms Sbh was determined
from the Patterson function calculated with the intensities
the (hkl0) reflections. The maxima are in accordance w
the occupation of position 8h in space groupI4/mcm, posi-
tion 8j in I422, or 8c in I4cm. The substructure of the gue
atoms Sbg was established in the same way using reflecti
hk0m and is in accordance with the twofold origin positio
in the three space groupsI4/mmm, I422, andI4cm. In the
three possible superspace groups, crystal structure re
ments were performed using the full-profile method. In tw
of the three groups under consideration, first-order mod
tion waves of the Sbg positions are not allowed. Thus,
complete modeling of the diffraction pattern including ma
reflections plus positions of the satellite reflections is p
formed in the superspace group L2111

I422 :L2111
I422 .28 In order to

calculate the intensities of the satellite reflections, the mo
lation functions for the Sbh and Sbg positions are created
using a generator of the symmetry-allowed Fourier se
~see Table I!.18 The structure refinement is performed in tw
steps. First, the average structure with the atomic param
xh

av for the Sbh position is refined. In a second step, the
tensities of the satellite reflections are taken into accoun
order to optimize the parameters of the modulation functio
The refinement ~Fig. 2! converges atRBr50.088 and

FIG. 2. Integrated x-ray-diffraction profile of Sb-II measured
P512 GPa and the difference between observed and calculate
tensities. The inset shows the region of the pattern exhibiting
most intense reflections (hklm) attributed to the modulation o
atomic positions in both substructures~marked by asterisks!. A
single intense reflection which is tagged by an arrow is not
counted for by the host-guest structure and is attributed to be
strongest line of a residual amount of low-pressure phase Sb-I
21410
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RPr50.121. The refined coordinatexh
av50.15776(3) of the

Sbh atoms corresponds well to the value of 0.1536~3! ob-
tained for the host species in the structurally closely rela
modification Bi-III at 6.8 GPa.12

C. Atomic arrangement and modulation

The most intriguing feature of the Sb-II crystal structu
are condensed square antiprismatic columns of Sbh atoms
forming a three-dimensional framework. This arrangem
of host atoms Sbh can be subdivided into sets of plane ne
~labeled 32434 in Pearson notation, see Ref. 12 for deta!
oriented perpendicular to thec axis. However, the shortes
interatomic distance in the crystal structure of Sb-II interco
nects these nets to a network linked in three dimensions

Figure 3 visualizes the crystal structure of Sb-II in tw
different projections. The selected representation emphas
that the structural pattern of the host and guest atoms is c
mensurate in the~001! plane, while the arrangement of a
oms within the channels and the resulting misfit causes
commensuration along thec axes ~directions @0010# and
@0001#!. The same characteristic atomic arrangement as
of the host atoms in Sb-II is observed in intermetallic pha
of the CuAl2 type.29,30The capability of this structure type t
adapt to different electron counts by adjustment ofc/a
and/or the free positional parameterx is reflected by the large
variety of element combinations realizing this structu
pattern.31–33 In Sb-II, the Sbh sublattice corresponds to th
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-
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TABLE I. Positional and modulation parameters of Sb-II.

Atom site xav yav zav

Sbh
a 0.15776~3! xav11/2 1/4

Sbg
b 0 0 0

Sbh
c A(1)50.0080(1) 2A(1) A(2)520.0040(2)

Sbh
c B(1)520.0063(1) B(1)

Sbg
c B(2)50.0018(5)

aThermal displacement parameterBiso :1.85(3)3104 pm2.
bThermal displacement parameterBiso :2.75(6)3104 pm2.
cA(N) andB(N) (N51,2) are amplitudes of the modulation func
tions described as Fourier series. For all parameter calculat
n51 was used according to the order of the observed sate
reflections; the common fourth coordinate is defined asx4
5(ch /cg)zh

av5(cg /ch)zg
av. Superscriptsh and g indicate the host

and guest atoms, respectively. Atomic coordinates of the mo
lated structure, e.g.,xh

mod are calculated using the correspondin
average positional parameterxh

av plus the symmetry-allowed dis
placement functions:

Sbh :xh
mod5xh

av1A~1!cos~2pnx4!1B~1!sin~2pnx4!,

yh
mod5yh

av2A~1!cos~2pnx4!1B~1!sin~2pnx4!,

zh
mod5zh

av1A~2!cos~2pnx4!,

Sbg :zg
mod5zg

av1B~2!sin~2pnx4!.
1-3
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U. SCHWARZet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 214101 ~2003!
configuration of aluminum atoms in the crystal structure
CuAl2 with a surprising similarity of the positional param
eter of Al (x50.1581) toxh

av of Sbh .29,30The resulting tubu-
lar assemblies of this substructure are occupied by a bo
centered arrangement of guest atoms Sbg . However, the
copper atoms in CuAl2 occupy all tetragonal antiprismati
voids whereas the Sbg sublattice contains only slightly mor
than half the number of atoms corresponding
(Sbg)12x(Sbh)2 with x'0.33. The finding of isotypic partia
structures of CuAl2 and antimony at high pressures confirm
the importance of structural motifs of intermetallic com
pounds for high-density modifications of elements. The a
loguous atomic organization of an intermetallic compou
and the structural pattern of Sb-II indicates a pressu
induced dissimilarity of chemically identical, but structural
different atoms, which is also observed in several lo
symmetry modifications of elemental metals.34–36

The modulation of the Sbh atoms facilitates a continuou
adjustment of interatomic distances as a function of the c
mon fourth coordinatex4. For the interactions among th
host and guest atoms,d4 andd5, the modulated displace
ment of antimony atoms induces an additional reduction
the regime of short interatomic contacts and an elongatio
long distances. The distancesd3 located within tetrahedra

FIG. 3. Crystal structure of Sb-II shown in projections down t
c axes~top! and along theb axis ~bottom!. Two tetragonal body-
centered sublattices realize a superstructure with commona axes
but different periodicity in the direction of thec axes.
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chains connecting the antiprisms which play a decisive r
in CuAl2-type structures are significantly longer tha
strongly bonding contacts and, thus, are not supposed to
resent robust covalent interactions of atoms Sbh . The inter-
atomic spacing between neighboring guests within the sa
channel falls into the range of the majority of minimal inte
atomic antimony distances. This finding is taken as an in
cation of a pronounced influence of intrachannel interacti
between antimony atoms on the lattice parametercg .

Every atom Sbg has two neighbors in the channel with
distance'297 pm. Two extreme situations mark the coord
nation range of Sbg : The lower limit of CN 6 is realized
when the guest species is coordinated by four host atom
the center of a square (x4560.5), the upper limit of CN 10
corresponds to a location of Sbg in the center of the squar
antiprisms of Sbh (x450) as is found for the ideal Cu pos
tion in the CuAl2 structure. Thus, the coordination polyhed
of Sbg are formed by two channel atoms Sbg plus 4(14)
atoms Sbh ~distancesd4 andd5 in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4!. The
host atoms Sbh have CN 8 and are coordinated by six fram
work atoms~distancesd1 andd2) plus two channel atoms
Sbg (d4 andd5). The pressure-induced changes of the rat
ch /a andcg /a are small thus indicating that the compres
ibility is nearly isotropic, which evidences that the thre
dimensionally connected host structure dominates the c
pression properties. Within the stability region of th
modification Sb-II, the axial ratioch /cg changes by less tha
0.4% and does not achieve the next higher rational value
that would result in a commensurate structure with the sm
est possible common lattice parameterc of the guest and hos
lattices. However, we will use this commensurateapproxi-
mantof the modulated composite which reproduces the ba
features of the atomic organization adequately as a mo
structure for the total-energy calculations.

FIG. 4. Interatomic distances of Sb-II atP512 GPa as a func-
tion of the fourth coordinatex4. Dashed lines represent distanc
calculated for a nonmodulated structure, full lines correspond
those of the modulated atomic arrangement, and the dotted
reproduces the distance between channel atoms.
1-4
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D. The total-energy calculations

The crystal structures being considered as models in
total-energy calculations are restricted to the experiment
evidenced modifications of antimony or varieties thereof:~i!
the rhombohedral structure (A7), ~ii ! simple cubic~SC; cu-
bic primitive!, ~iii ! an approximant of the incommensura
composite~tetragonal approximant, TA! suggested in this
work, tetragonal withP4/mccsymmetry,~iv! body-centered
cubic ~BCC!, ~v! the tetragonal arrangement~tetragonal
primitive, TP! with P4/n symmetry proposed earlier.8 The
A7 structure is the stable phase at ambient pressures~up to
about 8.5 GPa!. The simple cubic structure can be viewed
a special case of theA7 structure, and it was observed for th
lighter group V B elements~P and As! as the modification
neighbored toA7 at higher pressures. The BCC arrangem
is the stable phase of Sb at pressures above 28 GPa.
fundamental problem that we want to address here is
structure of antimony between theA7 and the BCC modifi-
cations.

The results of the total-energy calculations are summ
rized in Fig. 5. The results concerning energy and volume
normalized by the number of atoms in the unit cell in ord
to facilitate a straightforward comparison of the investiga
structure types. The zero energy is chosen as the en
minimum of the idealized composite~TA! with P4/mcc
symmetry approximating the incommensurately modula
structure proposal. The results for the two independent
culation schemes agree almost perfectly, as it is evidence
the values for the equlibrium volumes and the correspond
energies as listed in Table II. The calculated equilibrium v
umes agree within less than 1% for all investigated struc
types. The corresponding total-energy differences~referred

FIG. 5. Energy versus volume per atom for the different str
tures under investigation. The calculated energies are marke
symbols:~i! Rhombohedral (A7), circles; ~ii ! simple cubic~SC!,
crosses~see inset!; ~iii ! tetragonal approximant~TA!, triangles;~iv!
body-centered cubic~BCC!, diamonds; and~v! tetragonal primitive
~TP!, squares. Solid lines are cubic splines fitted to the calcula
values. The dotted lines are tangents to the energy-volume cu
according to the Helmholtz construction illustrating the calcula
transition pressuresP1 (A7 to TA! andP2 ~TA to BCC!.
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to the TA structure! agree up to several hundredth mhartr
except for theA7 structure where we find a slight offset o
both curves, probably due to numerical differences cause
the different handling of crystal symmetries in both metho
The excellent agreement of two independent methods
taken as a strong evidence for the reliability of the calcu
tional results.

In order to reduce the required computing time, thec/a
ratios of the tetragonal structures are fixed to the experim
tal values. For theA7 type, we optimized thec/a ratio for
the equlibrium volume and kept the value fixed in the su
sequent calculations, since its influence on the total ener
is negligible. In contrast, the total energy is significantly a
fected by changes of the positional parameter. Thus, the
ternal coordinatez of the A7 structure is optimized at eac
calculated point.37 As can be seen from Fig. 5 the sequen
of phase transitions predicted by the calculations is in per
agreement with the experimental findings. At pressures u
about 8.7 GPa theA7 structure is stable. As shown in th
inset of Fig. 5, the SC structure lies higher in energy at l
pressures. The energy differences betweenA7 and the SC
structure decrease with increasing pressure and become
ceedingly small near the phase-transition region. In acc
dance with experimental results, the total-energy calculati
evidence that a different crystal structure emerges before
SC arrangement becomes more stable thanA7. For volumes
less than about 223106 pm3 ~corresponding to about 75% o
the theoretical equilibrium volume of 29.7106 pm3) the BCC
structure has the lowest energy, in complete accordance
the results of previous experiments. In the region betw
these phases, the approximant~TA! is found to be almost 3
mhartree per atom lower in energy than the crystal struc
suggested earlier.8 Consequently, the total-energy calcul
tions definitely rule out the TP structure as a possible S
modification. In order to provide a quantitative measure
tween experimental and theoretical findings, we show
experimental data in comparison to the theoretical press
volume curve~Fig. 6!. The theoretical values are obtaine
from Birch-Murnaghan-type equations of state. Since m
sured and calculated volumes match almost perfectly~ambi-
ent pressure: 30.13106 pm3 versus 29.73106 pm3, respec-
tively!, both data sets are plotted by using absolute volum
rather than scaled values. The agreement between theory
experiment is excellent for the Sb-I phase (A7) and the

-
by

d
es
d

TABLE II. Comparison of the equilibrium volumes and the co
responding energies for the four structures under consideration
culated by using FPLMTO and FPLO, respectively. The zero
ergy is chosen with respect to the equilibrium volume of t
tetragonal approximant TA.

Crystal structure Volume (106 pm3) Energy~mhartree!

FPLMTO FPLO FPLMTO FPLO
A7 29.7 29.6 23.28 24.12
TA 26.6 26.8 0 0
BCC 25.8 25.9 2.37 2.44
TP 27.1 27.4 3.03 3.00
1-5
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Sb-III modification ~BCC!. Note that for Sb-II, a commen
surate approximant~TA! is used instead of the actual incom
mensurately modulated composite. Nevertheless, the tra
tion pressure of 8.7 GPa and the volume decrease of 5
~with respect to theoretical volume! are in sound accord with
the experimental data. The transition pressure for the sec
phase transition is predicted to be smaller: 17.7 GPa ca
lated for TA to BCC versus 28 GPa measured for Sb-II
Sb-III.4

FIG. 6. Volume per antimony atom at pressures up to 42 G
Solid symbols represent data from the present investigation; o
icons indicate values taken from literature~phases Sb-I to Sb-III!.
Curved lines represent the Birch-Murnaghan-type equations fi
to the results of the quantum-mechanical calculations forA7, TA,
and BCC structures, respectively.
c
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E. Summary

The proposed structural model for the high-pressure ph
Sb-II allows an integrated description of both main and s
ellite reflections in an x-ray powder-diffraction pattern of a
incommensurately modulated atomic assembly of a m
group element. The structure changes in antimony at h
pressures were modelled by quantum-mechanical calc
tions ~FPLMTO and FPLO!. We obtain excellent agreemen
between the calculated and experimentally determined
quence of structural phase transitions and pressure-vol
relations. Moreover, on the basis of the calculated total
ergies we can discard an earlier proposed crystal structur
favor of an approximant developed on the basis of the fo
dimensional model. The present investigation of Sb-II e
dences that the interaction between the two incommensu
atomic arrangements in one crystal structure induces mo
lated atomic displacements of atoms in both sublattices
leads to a surprisingly complex structural organization of
oms in a chemical element. The structural similarity to t
host-guest structures of the high-pressure modifications
bismuth, barium, and strontium indicates the importance
incommensuration and modulation for element structur
We expect that high accuracy experimental techniques
structure solution and refinement, even from x-ray powd
diffraction data, in combination with sophisticated theore
cal methods will shed new light on the phase diagrams
chemical elements.

Note added. During the editorial process of our manu
script we became aware of an independently performed
oretical investigation published in December 2002.38 In this
work high-pressure structures of As, Sb, and Bi were stud
by a first-principles pseudopotential method. However, a
ferent model approximates the Sb-II phase and the ea
proposed atomic arrangement is not considered.
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